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Herbert S. Shaw, Esq.,
Denver, Colorado.

Dear Sir:

Upon my last visit to the Deer Gold Mining Company's Property on June 19th, 1901, I made such observations and took such notes as enabled me to state:

That the Company's property, comprising the Donuts, Deer, Ocean Wave and Antelope lodes, situated South of South Evans Gulch on the North Slope of Bell Mountain, separated on the West only by the Elk Claim from the celebrated Little Jonny lode, which latter is part of the Ibex Mining Company's Property, and partakes geologically of the characteristics of the latter, whose wonderful production for the last six or seven years has given rise to the investigations which have resulted in the marvelous development of that part of the Leadville Mining District.

The Rail-Roads entering Leadville have extended their lines up all the gulches where productive mines are situated and South Evans Gulch which extends East and West between Bell and Prospect Mountains is crossed many times by their tracks to facilitate shipping from these mines.

The Deer Gold Mining Company's land is crossed twice by such spurs and the development within the lines of the property shows that the ore bearing strata extends between and beyond the projections of the Weston and the Bell Mountain faults which enclose the high v-ness of the mined area in the Little Jonny and other Claims of the Ibex Company.

The workings, consisting of one 500 and one 700 feet vertical shaft with several drifts and inclines from 50 to 700 feet in length, have exposed some remarkable leads and deposits of pay ore, the mining of which will show their excellent values.

From notes taken previously on the ground and numerous geological cross sections, as well as from the study of the district extending for over twenty years past I was unable to construct the accompanying map and cross sections proving the indisputable fact that the claims of the Deer Gold mining Company comprise some of the richest ground of the South Evans Gulch Country, making the financial success of the enterprise certain.

It is only a question of further development and I can confidently predict the ultimate success which awaits your company in the near future.

Very respectfully,

(Signed) Theodore Rosenberg.